ABSTRACT

Further continuance of temporary posts existing in all Wings of TSTRANSCO for a period from 01.04.2017 to 31.03.2020 – Orders – Issued.

(PERSONNEL SERVICES)


Read the following:-

1. T.O.O(Per-CGM(HRD)) Ms.No.115, Dt: 22.08.2016.

After careful consideration, sanction is hereby accorded for further continuance of temporary posts existing in all Wings i.e., Head Quarters Offices and Field Units of TSTRANSCO temporarily for a period from 01.04.2017 to 31.03.2020, duly incorporating the changes such as diversions/ creations/ upgradations/ down-gradations/ redesignations etc., up to 16.03.2019, as shown in the Annexures appended.

2. The incumbents against the posts continued herein shall be eligible to draw the usual scales of pay and allowances admissible as per rules in vogue.

3. The T.O.O. can be accessed on Internet at address www.tstransco.in.

Encl:- Annexures

(BY ORDER AND IN THE NAME OF TRANSMISSION CORPORATION OF TELANGANA LIMITED)

D. PRABHAKAR RAO
CHAIRMAN AND MANAGING DIRECTOR

To
All Functional Heads

Copy to the:-
P.S to CMD/TSTransco/VS/Hyderabad
P.S to JMD(Fin,Comml,&HRD)/TSTransco/VS/Hyderabad
DE (T) to Director (Projects)/TSTransco/VS/Hyderabad
DE (T) to Director (Transmission)/TSTransco/VS/Hyderabad
ADE(T) to Director (Lift Irrigation)/TSTransco/VS/Hyderabad
P.S. to Director (Grid Operation)/TSTransco/VS/Hyderabad
ED(Finance)//ED(LIS)/TSTransco/VS/Hyderabad
All CEs, SEs, FA.CCAs, DEs, DSs, ASs // All Sections
CGM(HRD)//Joint Secretary/TSTransco/VS/Hyderabad
GM(CC)/Company Secretary/Pay Officer//Dy.CCA(Audit)
CRS//Stock File//Spare
C.No.CGM(HRD)/MPP1/8780/Further Continuance/2017

//Forwarded::By Order//

Asst. Divisional Engineer

Energy Saved is Energy Produced
Electricity Saved is Electricity Produced